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• An urban planning concept submitted for the 2014 Wolfson 

prize for garden cities by Gary Young and Hannah Smart. 

• The title Market Garden City stems from market gardening, the 

sourcing of food grown locally to support a city’s population.

What is a Market Garden City ? 

Vision for a sustainable food-sharing and landscape led 
community in Battersea, Hannah Smart
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Market Garden City – What happened ?
• Learn from the past & smart ideas: both local food production in 

market gardens and technology have helped cities survive & prosper.

early 20th Century mid 20th Century mid 21st Century ?  

• Historic traditions 
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How does this relate to Green Belt? 
• Our Wolfson essay argued that 

both existing towns and 

garden cities have been forced 

to live without their “garden”, 

failing to provide the proposed 

5/6 of land as community land 

share for “market garden” 

local food production. 

• Market Garden City is a 

planning proposal aiming to 

understand  and restore 

relationships between supply 

of local food to urban and 

rural populations.
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The first aim is to test and measure how much food an individual

needs and could then produce by scaling up from the individual to a

community foodshare.

Market Garden City – An individual scale

Individual

Community
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The second 

objective of the 

Market Garden City 

is to create a 

spatial land use 

planning tool  to 

demonstrate how 

local food 

production should 

influence 

settlement planning

Market Garden City – A wider spatial plan 
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Market Garden City –community hubs
Third is advocacy to promote local plans to include market hubs 

and foodshare in villages, towns and cities for wider benefits.

CargoPod in 
Woolwich is 
loaded up, 
from a “mobile 
warehouse” 
located around 
a mile from 
homes.
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Market Garden City – What next ?
• Establish new urban planning concepts – not “garden cities” 

but a “green ecumenopolis” – a green city without limits

• Agricultural land quality and existing local food production 

would be the starting point 


